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K. E. A. SESSIONS ARE
COMPLETE SUCCESS
Honor Awarded President C. A. Keith,
of K. E. A., for His Work in Connection With the Programs

Co-ed Basketball Team Wins State
Championship—Other Team* Show
Real Format Times

(By Staff Correspondenty
Taking all handicaps into consideraThc 54th Annual Convention of the
tion, the school year of 1924-25 from
Kentucky
Educational Association,
the standpoint of athletics has been
which was held in Louisville, April
quite a successful one at Eastern. The
22-25, reached the largest membership
crowning event was the winning of
in the history of the organization, and
the state championship by the girls'
was favorably commented upon for
basketball team. Next was the work
the dignified, business-like procedure
of the football nine in winning five of
of
the general sessions, as well as for
eight games played and the championthe
filling of every speaking engageship of eastern Kentucky.
ment
by the speaker previously apThe boys' basketball team showed
pointed.
flashes of real form while track and
President Charles A. Keith, of this
baseball teams are still in the field.
College
and the students who workAmong the victories of the baseball
ed
so
manfully
to convince the present
nine are wins over the famous Centre
and
prospective
teachers of the state
College Colonels, of Danville, and over
of
Kentucky,
that
this organization 's
(Photographed
by
McGaughey's
Stud'o,
Richmond,
Ky.)
Lincoln Memorial University nine, of
Working
for
the
good
of themselves and
Harrogate, Tenn.
Top row—(left to right)—Crace, Combs, Stacey, Dool% Turtle. Gay, Jones, McDougle, Maggard, Hampton'
the children of the state, were more
AH of the coaching was done this McDaniel and Coach G. N,. Hembree.
than gratified to learn that the present
year by G. N. Hembree, head of phyBottom row—(left to right)—Higgins, Moberly, Marti \ Mainous, Hayes, Tudor, Vincon and Hensley.
membership of 8,532 excells by 1,230,
sical education for men. The track
or more than any former membership
squad has been in charge of Manager
of the organization. The fact that the
Hart since Coach Hembree has had
Eastern Teachers' College went over
to work daily with the baseball squad.
the top 100 per cent, and to the numMr. Hembree has contributed much
ber of 1,000 members, has, without
to the success of the athletic teams and
doubt, been a deciding factor in this
has really developed some excellent
matter.
players.
The
Eastern
Kentucky
Oratorical
That the attendance at the general
a Means State Title
Although they won but five of 18 Series of Comebaof
%
The outlook *or the future in athlet- games played the Eastern boys' basket
To Eastern CHrBBWho Won 10
Association held its annual contest at sessions was the best in the history of
ics at Eastern is bright. This was the ball team of 1925 tackled the hardest
Sue Bennett Memorial School at Lon- the organization was attested to by sevand Lost "["hree Games
first year that Eastern has been a four net schedule Eastern has ever before
don, Friday, May 1. All schools in eral member* of long sanding. The
year college ana the^.hsst year thjat undertaken and did this with a team
basketball team the association were represented ex- auditorium was crowded for standing
students, have stayed for periods which composed of freshmen-aad.saijKoa'O'Ces.
KM nJn. champion- cept Cumberland College and Asbury room both morning and evening proextended-over more than two years.
grams. The crowd was orderly, quiet,
College.
Some real form was shown in sevThis will help much in the future since eral of the games. A 29 to 28 victory ship by a series of brilliant victories
W. S. Gilbert, of Eastern, won the and attentive, the speakers commented
each season 'Coach Hembree faces a over Transylvania was a season fea- in the latter part of the season when medal in oratory. His oration, "The upon the splendid attention given
task of whipping together a winning
ture.
Morris Harvey College, of Bar- they came back after a rather disas- Appalachian American," was a strong them. Letters, telegrams, and wordteam from half green material.
bouTVille, W Va., was among the other \ trous start. The feature of the sea- appeal to the mountain men and wo- of-mouth messages conveyed to the
Then, too, students are coming to defeated teams. Eastern also played son was the annexing of two games men now in school to solve the prob- president, such congratulations as the
Eastern in larger numbers. With this Berea to a standstill in all parts of .from Transylvania College who'was lems of the mountain folk by returning following:
increase will of course be more athletes. the gam" with them. Berea shared (touted for the championship of Ken- to the mountain sections as doctors,
"The best conducted meeting ever
Each year the boys from the moun- the state title with the University of tucky before the start of the season.
lawyers farmers, teachers or leaders in held." "The largest, most orderly,
tain sections have improved. Those Kentucky.
and the best-behaved crowd that has
The Eastern girls five gained reeog- other occupations.
who have learned football and basket
A much better showing is expected "'ton over the state. Several coaches
The other contestants in oratory ever attended." "Sessions started on
ball here, that is most of them, have next season with all of 'the players hav- and sport writers in selecting all-state were J. Kye MoClaugherty, Berea; time." "Remarkable convention, in
developed into star players.
ing the advantage of one year's exper- j teams named tihree Eastern girls.' \\". E. Flattery, Morehead, and F. E. that every speaker filled his engageAt the Beginning of each-sport sea- ience. The 1925 captain was Marshall Norris Royden,- editor .of the Lexing- ( Swaner, London.
ment, at the time mentioned, and
. .
son a call for candidates is issued Hurst, of Richmond. He and Beck- ton Heraildt the coach of the George-j The medal for the declamatory con- not one absent." "The best meeting
which are usually answered by a host ham Combs did.the guarding for the town College coach named on the all- te.: was won by Miss Catherine Cram- in ten years, and one of the best ever
of men, everyone of whom is allowed most of the season. Talton Stone led state team three Kastern girts who er, of- Morehead State Normal. The held.*' "Congratulate you on the abto play on some kind of a team. In the team in scoring with 171 points to are Miss Leanor Butler, center; Miss other representatives in the contest sence ,of long introductions of the
football and baseball Coach Hembree his credit. Hampton scored 121, Jones Kathleen Harmon, forward, and Miss were: Dorothy McBrayer, Eastern; speakers." "The dignity of the prehas been able to equip every man who 83, Clouse 52 and Higgins 29.
Goldie Mauney, guard. These tihree Edith Hull, Berea; Tbinza Quinlan, siding officer was most acceptable towants to try for positions on the teams.
girls
played brilliantly all season and Sue Bennett School, and Bernice ward a more cultural atmosphere."
A schedule just about as strong as
In basketball the squad was forced to
The convention opened at 8 o'clock
deserved
the honor which was accorded Humfleef, Union College,
the one of 1925 will be atempted durbe cut but those who did not make the
Wednesday
evening, with the excelthem.
These
three
girls
with
Miss
JenThe
judges
were
Supt.
Babb,
of
Mt.
ing the coming season of 1926. The
grade 'were played on class teams or
lently
rendered
cantata, "Pa-n on a
nie
Witham
at
the
other
guard
and
Sterling'; Supt. Birkhead, of Winchesfreshmen and sophs who played on
in physical education classes. Every
Summer
Day,"
given
^.150 boys and
Miss
Edna
Hatfiekl
at
forward
comter, and Supt. Evans, of Corbin.
this team should be in shape by next
man has nad a chance to show his
irIs
pleted
the
state
championship
quintet.
At the business session following « '"*" *■" Covington schools. Docyear to make Eaastern's varsity a real
worth which rhens something in a colThe Eastern gjrls did not win ev- the contest Eastern was chosen as to!*0' M,mm9: ° Vanderb.lt University,
one. It is quite likely that quite an
lege the size of Eastern.
improvement will be made over the ery game they played but managed to place for thc MXt conU:st the first followed this by an address in which
he made a strong appeal for clear,
At the start of th» basketball season boys basketball team in the coming! ***** every team ,hev. played-and did j Friday jn April, 1926.- Mr. C 1
not dro
a sin le sories
Att
the
to
a class tournament was held for the season.
I
P
8
°*
, stone of Sue Bennett, was chosen; *fl tmnkm* "3"»« *■* ',he edu! e m
won fr m
were
girls from which Coach Hembree pickReal form was sh.wn at times our- \ * \ «*J*
°
*»«««■"
! president of the association, and Miss "ted man or woman is under as great
ed his varsity, material. The class ing the past season but the team did later defcat*d' ™e Ea.teriwg.rls had , Pearl Buchanan, of Eastern, secretary. an °bl*at,on to think straight as he is
to live straight."
teams were continued and a tourna- not seme to be able to hit their stride a" "6?),,0 na"y *"A sd,edttte whi<?h
1
I
The President's address of Thursment was held after the regular season consistently. Coach G. N. Hembree included all of the stronger teams .n
day morning, on "Kentucky, Her
had dosed. In the 1925 season East- also had charge of the boys basket- the state except the University of Lou- PDM MEkirFMFNT
Youth and Her Future," was a direct,
ern's girls did credit to the college and bail team which he has developed very sville, which Transylvania defeated UU III III Lll 0t III Lll I
and in turn was heated twice by Eastsincere statement of the State's duty;
justly deserved the state championship. much in his five years coaching here.
ern girls. Their record showed 10
to her children .along education lines.
— In the future even more time will
games won and three lost. No other
The Eastern-banquet, held on Fribe devoted to athletics. Eastern will
MISSES K. E. A.
college team in the state was able to
soon rank with some of the best teams
The baccalaureate sermon of the 1925 day evening, was well attended. The
match this record.
in the "south if athletics here continue
graduates of Eastern will be delivered tab,es were beautifully decorated with
Friends were unusually sorry to learn
During the year Eastern girls ran 0„ ,hc ^^ of Snnday y^ 24 a, retl and with white carnations, sent
on the up-grade. The University of
that Mr. Neikirk, popular student here,
up a total of 259 points compared to 8 O.clock bv ,he Rev Dr Rutherford ; by the faculty and students of Eastern
Kentucky has only varsity teams that
was unable to attend the meeting of
who cou,d not bc tHere in erson Th
Eastern has not met within the past
P
«
the K. E. A. on account of the illness 130 for their opponents. Only one E Douglas, of .Middleabora He will I
few years.
Centre, Transylvania,
more point was needed by Eastern to gpeak to , ^.adnalil^ ciass numbering "spouses were short and interesting.
of h fa three children. The little fellows double thc season's score over their
.•Georgetown and Kentucky Wesleyan
' 150. .
President Keith, dwelt upon the strencontracted the flu and kept Mr. Neikirk :
opponents, Captain "Johnnie" Harare all on the schedules of the Eastern
Doctor
Douglas
is
a
graduate
of
old
™«*
bammet programs, and rushed
ii Richmond. They are much better mon led the scoring with an even 100
teams. Numbers of teams from out of
off
to'ajtend
the second one before the
Central Universitv which once occu• T\V and are able to be out."
points. Miss Hatfield, the other forev Din B
. the state are abo played.
pied fee campus of Eastern. He grad-- ' 1 2"*" bfRan at 8 0'clocl<ward, scored 41 points. * Miss Butler,
• .
,,ow ol ,n
An even more successful year in athid- , *
"' L
**-Don
"""*""•"•
ua.ed in the class o7 1884 after spend,ovan- «ow of the« Peabody
Peabo
NOT SO GOOD
at
center,
made
a
total
of
81
points.
letics is predicted for Eastern in 1925,M,t foTmtrly of Eas,ern
_
—<m
ing four yearsP in
III Richmond
IV IV I run Ml I
as a stuMU~ **&
- *P°ke
w
1, ,
\
Under modified boys'rules which were. . , *•„
. , ...
. ....
on "the need of the Kentucky
schooU
mm:K
\J '26. AH efforts possible will be bent
Hous wife: Were going to get an .
. . 4.
„ '
., . 1. ., , ' dent. He married Miss Annie Letcher,
.
,
'" ™
y scnoow
.*.
..*_
"
_.__*
usedby
the
college
teams
tn
the
state
.
..„
,
_
,...
,._,
„'
„
.._
'
preparing
themselves
for
the
teachers
in that direction.
U
U4
u
u
daughter
oft the
late Col. \V\ R. TLetohelectric washer and so we wot* need ^^
™ wlho are t0 entcr them# Ur j
waj
on,
a^ed -.-...-. -. — — — «*
er of
vou anv more.
*.*—*-*! L^«.
A
'
Richmond. She will accompany
...
, r
\?
j""
• Laundress:
•,
... right,
... 4 ma'm,
,
.
the-entire
made ... '.
....
...
-TM.
.„'said that the
probeni
of iveniucxy
Kentucky
All
but
an to
... run«...
. „ . floor
,, ,. whtdh
., .first/ F
^*
u„AMm ~*' hini here with her daughter. They will , ...
Helen: Yes, it is at my room; and
Miss Bfttlers work all the harder, tt*^-^^ ,n ^ home of €o] R B , hifdbeen Oiat of prej,aring teachers to
eleatric washer won't give out no gosyou'll have to come after it.
(Continued on page 10)
Hanger here during commencement.
sip
(Continued on page 4)
Shirley: O. K.

PASTERN CO-KISARE ALBERT WINNER IN
BOYS BASKET BALL
STATE CTAMPIONS
AT
PROGRESSING HERE
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COUNTRY LIFE DOES MEN'S CLUB HAS
SPLENDID WORK
FINE PROGRAM

Cross Word Puzzle
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(By John Jennings)
An interesting meeting of the Men's
When the Country Life Club met to Club was held on Monday evening,
elec officers for the present semester,' April 27, with Mr. Gilbert presiding,
the members exhibited tact in select- (The program committee arranged for
ing as president, Mr. Manford Craft, a parliamentary discussion, which was
who has been ever faithflul in discharg- entered into freely by every member
ing his duties. He has never failed to of the club. Many puzzling problems
be present to preside at the regular were threshed out in these discussions
meetings. Mr. Thomas Eversole hasj The club believes it has many memmade good as first vice-president, Miss; bers that will some time in the future
Lucile Huffman and Miss Minnie Hale j be excellent leaders in nt&t only the
are due much praise for their excellent field of education but in other fields
services to the organization.
of service, and will appear at many
Mr. Ira Bell has been at his post as!a public assembly where matters of imsergeant-at-arms throughout the se- porant business are being transacted.
mester.—"Miss Aileen Duly has met This excellent drill here may in this
the responsibility of song leader in fur- way benefit the public in some time of
nishing the best music for the club at emergency when, those even taking the
advantage of this practice wifT'east exall meetings.
On last Wednesday evening one of pect it.
the.best programs of the year was renThe presiding officer shifted the
dered. The principle business was that work in a very complimentary manner,
concerning a social in the near future, and is worthy of congratulation on the
which was passed upon. The - chair ability he exhibited on this particular
was empowered to appoint a committee program. It is regrettable that the end
to take care of all preliminaries. When of the semester is so near when the
these preparations have been properly valuable programs offered by the chib
arranged the members will be notified will b passd asid for ohr work, which
of the date set for this particular occas- will be carried on through the sumion.
mer as has I een stated in an earlier fJPEhiS AND PENCILS^J
The first number of the regular. issue of this paper,
program was a discussion of the "RePlans are being made to extend the 10 per cent Reduction to Students
action of Commerce," by John O. | work -of—this organization.
Sims. He made the subject very in-j
**»•
\. ,
teresting. This number was followed ( Ml3ses Mae Wakie^* Carynne
The Students' Store.
by music offered by a string quartet, - Lowe we^ ^ gw^ ^ MTsTWaitze's
Messrs. Chadwell, Gay, Tudor and parents in Lexington this week-end.
Leonard. Mr., Kendall Conley ad:;
dressed fhe club on the subject, "Equal- [
■ity B.etere the Law." Although, the'
time for the speaker was limited, he
made many high points in the legal de- \
velopment, pictured the branches of
law, told how the protection of the
individual was preserved as compareoj
with earlier -times, and explained the
reforms in a general way that have!
made this protection more liberal in
favor of the individual.
WE DO IT RIGHT
The club is making plans to extend
its work through-Ac summer terms.
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Vertical
1.
To
make
resolutions
Paradise
2.
Pitcher
(Eng.)
Lamb's mother.
3. Receive
Relation of diameter to circle
4. That (Lathi)
W'hat hens do at times
5.
Famous Salts
Young girl
6.
What
our "tummy" does after
Conjunction
Thanksgiving
dinner.
Railway station
7.
Before.
Not you. '
8. Former ruler of Russia
Confer authority in a person
9. In.
Historical period.
10. Membraneous pouch
Partner
11. Same as horizontal 3.
Aid of an employee or friend .(pi.) 12. Prefix meaning "to."
Horizontal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
_9.
10.
11.
12.

NORMAL DEPARTMENT
IMPORTANT COG HERE
Although
Eastern has recently
grown into a four year college and attracts many more college students than
formerly, the Normal students compose a large part of the present mammoth student body and make many valuable contributions to the general welfare of the institution.
A recent investigation discloses the
fact that more than 500 students A
Normal standing are now enrolled.
This vast number have shown evidences of school and professional spirit
by the unstinted support they have given the literary societies and to all other extra curricular activities. They
•have become so enthused over sooiety
work that one society could not accommodate the multitude seeking admittance and it became necessary to organize two extra societies, the Pfatonian and the Utopian. Thus there now
exists on the campus three societies
designed to give training t» Normal
students. The majority of these enthusiastic workers were not content
with alliance with one organization,
but sought membership with several
others. The Henry Clay Debating
Club, the Little Theatre, the Men's
Club and the Country Ltfe Club all
boast that they have on their roll
many students identified-with the Normal department. In all these organizations the Normal students are not contented by following the line of least resistance but are always striving to do
the lion's share of the noble work.
In addition to the splendid support
given to the social phases of school
life, the Normal matriculees have also
furnished valuable material for all
branches of athletics.
Each year
marks the appearance on the various'
squads, of several sterling Normal performers on whom depends the itask of
holding aloft the athletic torch carried
in former years to such noble heights
By Eastern's .warriors. . .
—_
ALUMNI NOTES

CHEAFFER'C
PERRY'S

of the best and most capable principals
that Eastern has sent out.
A most capable and conscientious
teacher in .the Theodore Roosevelt
School in Louisville is Miss Blanche
Jayne, who graduated from Eastern in
'24. Miss Jayne was secretary of the
Senior class last year. Report comes
that she is doing excellent work in the
fiekl of teaching. In addition to the
duties of teaching she is enrolled in a
class in the Louisville Normal. Miss
Jayne plans to work this summer toward her degree at the University of
Kentucky or Peabody.

'/■'

J. C. GEORGE
Modern
Repairing

Mrs. Cecile Ellis and sister, Miss
Corinne Arthur, both of the class of
'24, are teaching at Lakeland, Fla.

McKee Building

STUDENTS PROMINENT
IN EASTERN AFFAIRS

Miss Flossie Mae Green '24, is teaching at VartLear, Ky.

Main Street

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦»»♦»♦

TRADE AT THEMuss Mary Bradshaw is teaching at
Students at Eastern are doing more
Whitley City, Ky.
and more for themselves. In the first
place this paper is published entirely] J
Miss Mary Vance Day '24, has been by members of the student body, some
visiting Mi6s Sue Chenault.
of whom are elected and others appointed. Of course the Progress has
Miss Virginia Rominger was a re- a faculty advisor who is very active.
FIVE FIRST CLASS BARBERS
cent visitor on the campus.
—
The girls of the institution have
ji st voted to have student government.,
If You're in a Hurry, You Won't Have to Wait*
•. .
.
. *
which will be a great step in the pro-'
gress of Eastern. The Milestone is
♦ ♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦»♦» M♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»
pat out through the efforts of the stu-!
dents. Strictly student organizations
■bound on the campus in great num-'
bers.
ft* **i <-'
• * *mM
Home study and correspondence
All that a prospectivjjtfstudent, wants.
work are certainly finding a welcome
to do is toiind out^jtet *4iat line PR
with the students of Eastern who are work he wants here and take, part iu ,
Of How to keep Cool this Summer while laboring over
out in the field teaching. Eastern st«~
ot^am'za^ions>vrbe<^'|his^wilil_bejtddne^r
g ,«
Your Books,
Jt
dents are wide-awake and eager to preThe Progress i$''avstriking- example
BUY
AN
ELECTRIC
FAN*
pare themselves for better work so they of the many organizations on the camPrices to fit the Pocketbook.
are availing themselves of the oppor- pus which are strictly student affairs.
tunity of making credits while they are These are on the increase every year.
teaching and can not be in school.
The enrollment in tiie CorrespondMiss Maude Gibson spent the weekPhone 1014
36 Feet From Postoff ice
ence Department at Eastern is always end in Cincinnati.
lower in April ithan any other month
Miss Lucille Thomas spent Saturon account of the large number of day in Lexington, shopping.
students who are able to enter school
for residence study.
However, April, 192S, shows the following increases over the same month
tor 1924:
*
1924
1925
Number enrolled
12
' 17
Courses taken
12
22
Lessons sent in
435
560
Fees paid
..$109.50 $2-12.85
DRUGS, BOOKS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
This department enrolls more students at the close of semesters when
STATIONERY, KODAKSl and
students are leaving here to begin
CONKLIN'S FOUNTAIN PENS and SODA WATER
teaching. The enrollments for June,
July and August of last year were well
AGENT FOR HONAKER'S FLOWERS '
over, the 50 mark. R. Dean Squires,
and WHITMAN CANDY.
Director of Extension, believes that
many more than ever before will en—
*
roll this year.

HOTEL BARBER SHOP

EXTENSION WORK
ON INCREASE HERE

«■;

WE HAVE SOLVED THE PROBLEM

MILLION ELECTRIC CO.

WHEN IN NEED OF

A member of the class of '23 who
is doing splendid work as principal is
W. D. Dunaway, who is located at
Hardleburly, only a few miles from
Hazard. The numerous offices he
held in the different organizations
while at Eastern speak for themselves
of Danley's popularity.
He was business manager of the Little Theatre Club. Many good stones
and enthusiastic advertisements of the
Mileston and Progress emanated from
the journalistic ability of Dunaway,
Mr. Thomas R. Webber has-been
who handled so well that branch of visjting his daughter. Marion, this
advetrising. Dunaway is making one week.

Stockton's Drug Store
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P»Ke Three
Mr. Sims often speaks of getting on
the ball-team at Eastern.

Eastern's Football Team

Leonard Moore trades girls now and
then.

_ A chicken scratohed Bob Smith last This year the annual track and field
day for both the men and women of
week.
Eastern will be held Monday, May 25
The noise at Memorial Hall (ell 20 on the athletic field. This is a great
degrees last week due to the end of the annual event in which a large percentage of the students take part. Last
semester being so near.
year every girl who took a physical
The Roark Literary Society is still education class was included in the activities.
rarfng to go.
On field day all of the usual track
Eugene Underwood didn't get mar- events are held. Dashes, runs and all
kinds of contests are held. The broad
ried last week.
jump, high jump, pale vault and hurdle
Any young lady candidates,{or mat- races are always successful.
Mi«s Ruth Perry, head of the phyrimony might do vWffto inquire about
sical education department for women
Manford Craft.
%,
and Coach G. N. Hembree, will have
■-' ■*
i
No more question*1 have been an- charge of the handling of field day. It
swered at Easterri^since Mr. Sto.e is planned to make it a great occasion.
Prizes and medals will be awarded to
made his venture.
the winners. Quite a number of students are already training for the com. - (Photographed by McGaughey's Studio, Richmond, Ky.)
PERSONALS
ing events.
Top row (left to right)—Coach G. N. Hembree, Clouse, Moberly, Stone and Stevens. •
Mrs. Elizabeth Hubbard was the
Middle row (left to right)—Dyer, Cosby, Swearington, Tuttle, Mainous, Triplett and Gay.
week-end guest of Miss Elizabeth
Mr. Claud Hood is ifl.
Bottom row (left to right)—Alford, Ault, Grace, Captiin Hyatt, Skaggs, Luxon and Alexander.
/
Manley and Miss Margaret John—

.

ANNUAL FIELD MEET
TO BEJELD MAY 25

i

son.

PROGRFSS OF EASTERN
REVEALED BY STUDENT

A CORRECTION

"■*

, .

Mies Cara Bolrick is spending '.'e
week-end in Lexington.

ROARK SOCIETY

Mr. Keith was a judge in the "girls
debate at the State University WedMiss Mae Dearborn was visiting
nesday night between State Univer- her sister, Roberta, in Burnam Hall,
sity and the Uniiversf'ty^of Louisiana. this week.
ON PAGE 1 OF THIS ISThomas Jennings of Buena Vista,
SUE OVER THE PICTURE
visited
his brother at Eastern Sunday.
Miss Willie York, of Somerset, was
(By A Student)
2£ ™E ?^J^L£TOW£ Adhering to the unselfish service
the
guest of Miss Nancy Mae ElHott
'•Acquire wisdom, real wisdom! jTHE HEAiDIN«» TMJ. "p , creW of its founder, the Roark LitMiss
Mary
Vance
Day,
a
former
rn
Burnam
Hall, while attending the
which inspects, discerns, compares, | FOOT BALL■ fVjJAU
AF- ery gQcit{y .^^^ t0 encourage
student
of
Eastern,
is
visiting
friends
Girls'
Circle
Convention at the Chrisweighs, separates, infers; siezes the
a d upport m€aSUreS which make f f
on
the
campus
this
week.
'SsVF'RFAD^HE
1025BASE
"
■■
°
tian
Church.
a.
right and holds it to the last."—Young
R AT T TFIM "TriFFRROR ^ improvement and betterment of all
There were three wise men in KenE tenk The w,y is one of the
wA«hao?nT^rowRFD
NOT DISCOVERED UN
UN- ' M"
tucky who journeyed from the North, WAS
nd
stable or IliHtio-n,
TL
THE
ENTIRE
EDITION
*
on h can
M
{Q serve as
the East and the West. Led by a vision far into the future they came to HAD BEEN PRINTED.
!a model for imitation and as a steadythe campus that was once the home of
i ing course for the other virgin groups,
old Central University.
jing girl on each arm striding down
Recently the Roarkites became so
Other Kentuckians- had dreamed Fourth Avenue, in the direction of the b^ as to j6&ue debating challenges to
dreams and by legislation had maie nearest ice cream parlor.
|ai| the college societies, only one of
possible a teachers training school
Ed Stone losing sight of the new which was accepted and that by the
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
there. A small school it was and they wife for a second.
Horace Mann. The Roark programs
fleeded a real man for its leader. Dr.
Mr Burns throwing Kresgejs into a afford such thorough and valuable
f
■ i
Ruric Neville Roark journeyed from | flurry by meekly inquiring, "Did you training that their representatives are
Just up the street from Stockton's Drug Store
Clark University to become its first I see anything of Edith?" The manager: classed as unequaled and unsurpassed,
#
president in 1906*- So came the first j was QUITE relieved to find that Ed- J an<j ^though the college entries might
wise man and the school prospered ith was not the small child whom he have the advantage on experience and
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦•^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦TTT
and grew.
\ supposed had gotten lost from an ador- training the, Roark exponents promise
In 1910 Dr. J. G. Crabbe, the second jing father.
| to furnish dangerous opposition,
wise man began his journey that led
Mrs' Talbott shaking hands with a
At the reguiar nieetjng 0{ the SocieBRING THEM TODAY—
to Eastern. He came with a wealth] distinguished relative, Congressman, ty Apr:,, 30 one of the most interest.
J
GET
THEM TOMORROW
of experience, personal ability and d*- Virgil Chapman.
jng programiS 0f t,he year was given
Mr. Foster and President Coates. w.hen a„ the mcmbe„ responded novotion to the cause of education. As
The McGAUGHEY Studio.
president, his vision made greater talking in whispers. We wonder, was } bly aiJ<1 brilKaut|v. At the conclusion
Richmond, Ky.
things possible and gradually that it the cooling breezes or hot air that ,he members disposed of a debating
WE
SELL.
EASTMAN FILMS
same school became bigger and better. did Jhe damage.
I chall<m«e by accepting the one hurled
Sam King sitting in the Cozy Corn-jbv lh€ P|atonian Society. After ac- ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
The third wise man' is the present
president, T. J. 'Coates, who has er under the stair, of the Mezzanme,!cep;ri>g ,he invitation o{ the presiden,t
guarded the interests of Eastern since on a hot day, talking to a very cool! (0 use the chape, period May g .„ ^
1916. This third wise man is presi- young lady.
.
■ , j rendition of a program, the society adDean Cooper seeing every one in jom-nd.
dent of a Teachers College granting
its first baccalaureate degrees this year, the light of the Christian admonition
.... . a.college it is, full grown at of the Golden Rule, "Do as you would .
nineteen years; a standard college, de- be done by." Final—"Eastern stu- JOLTS OF NEWS
spite its youth; a college with equip- dents conducted themselves with great
ON THE CAMPUS
>
ment and faculty sufficiently strong to credit to the institution."
THE MAIN STREET
Dess Nicely dancing under blue
compete with the best of schools; a
Miss Virginia Hutchins has a patent
college with a future for itself and all skies, and frantically wigwagging in- i(Patton) on the prom.
f
Kentucky; a monument-to those who structions to a faculty member whom
JEWEL ER
dreamed the dream of its making; a she had just sighted dancing with a
M, s s Thelma S, rmer ,hinks Ma
"
. *
kghthougse to those who shall in the good looking man, not of Eastern. .' . . .
(L.
H.) is the fairest month of the
future dedicate their lives to the cause And the faoulty member—"Don't woryear.
')
=
of educaion in Kentucky; a project so ry, I'm in the same boat.''
♦ ♦♦■♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
carefully directed by these wise men
Miss Roberts likes "can't elopes"
'WEEK-END NEWS
as to claim the admiration of all.
(cantaloupes) on the campus.
Far into the future gleams the light
Mr. Walter Hamey spent the weekto guide all."would-be-wise-men." To
M
«"s. Dean: Mr. Murphy, what has
them we fling the challenge of service end with his parents in Owen county.
Miss
Golden
Moore
and
Miss
Ruby
been
the most important factor in our
to Kentucky—a service loyal to EasVanarsdall
spent
the
week-end
with
development?
ern.
Miss Moore's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Murphy: Mills.
C.
L.
Moore,
of
Versailles.
—
K. E. A. GLIMPSES
Miss Esther Sharon spent the weekMr. John Goodloe attended a meetRICHMOND, KY.
'ng of the Progress staff recently.
Pearl Buchanan finding Bliss at a end with her parents at Georgetown.
Miss Christine Bourne and Miss Nan—
Wedding in Cave Hill Cemetery. ^
cy
White
spent
the
week-end
with
I
Student:
Mrs.
Carter,
which is the ♦ Make Our Bank Your Bank. 4 per cent Interest on Savings ■;
Misses Neely and Zellhoefer sitting
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+»
primly in the front pew of the Second Miss Bourne's parents near Lexington, j 'eft side of a loaf of bread?
Miss Virginia Nooe spent the week-1 Mrs. Carter i The side not eaten,
Church of Christ, Scientist, wonder—
ing why President Keith was so long end in Harrodsburg with her parents.
Miss
Minnie
Matherly
was
a
visitor
j
Mrs.
Smith:
Miss
Ethel Estes, what ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
getting started on the program.
'do elephants have that other animals
Dean Squires on the back seat of at. Eastern last Sunday.
the "Blue 'Goose," with both arms en-j Miss Bessie Moore spent the week-;do not.
FOR
-aged
lend with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. | Miss Estes: Little elephants.
CLEANING. STEAM PRESSING,
' Polly (Mary) Floyd, with her molt j M. F. Moore, at Versailles,
Hubert Montgomery declares that
engaging smile, saying, "Well, really, I Miss Ollie Woods spent the weekALTERATIONS
I would love to do so, but you s^'end with Miss Mary yeary of Mason neither sheep nor goats W-'ll block his
Of All Kinds
way to the Pearley Gate*
I am engaged-every moment of my county.
LADIES' WORK A SPECIALTY
stay here in Louisville."
But 'the
Miss Mary Wolfe, of Ft. Thomas,
Work Called For and Delivered.
Miss Stella Ward fell up the steps
dear Senator" was-«oM»^«>-ca3Jly_JCy-. spent the week-end with Miss
at
the
library
last
week;
no—hones
Office
Phone 330
Residence 838—t
squelched as later deve!6pments re- Ruth Karr.
were
broken,
only
slight
injuries
of
the
yealed.
Messrs. Tuttle and Alford were
Richmond, Ky. .
nerves.
►■♦♦♦♦♦♦ *-*-f ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦■♦■♦-♦-♦"♦♦♦♦ •♦-♦
President Keith, with a good look-, visitors of their parents Sunday.

DOES FINE WORK
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GREETINGS

"Best wishes from us who
stayed at home. We are'with you
twelve hundred strong. Expecting great things."
—
That telegram to President-T.
j. Coates, who was toastmaster
at the Eastern banquet in Louisville during the K. E. A. shows
the school spirit at Eastern. Nor
was that all. To 'back up the message the collection plate was passed and flowers were sent for the
banquet by the students and
teachers who did not go to K. E.
A. But they met classes according to the same old whistle and
work moved along at a rapid
pace.
This is the school spirit meant
in the charms of one of Eastern's
songs.

Maroon Clad Basketeers of 1925
.
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Summer School. Many of the twoyear graduates of the institution signified their intention of returning to
Eastern for the Summer school.
The banquet on Friday, April 2A,
was a very delightful affair. Music
was furnished by a pianist and violinist, who play regularly7 for the Louisville Exchange Club, and who are often radio entertainers.
President. T. J, Coates presided as
toastmaster and the following persons
responded: H. L. Donovan, former
Dean of the institution; W. S. Taylor,
Dean of the College of Education of
the University of Kentucky; C? D.
Lewis, Dean of Morehead Norm.l,
formerly connected with Eastern; C.
A. Keith, Dr. E. H. Cooper; H. S.
Pullen, formerly head of the Department of Agriculture of the institution;
and Ray E. Smith, who finished the
Life Certificate Course last year.
Mr. Robinson had change of the
Teachers' Bureau at% headquarters and
was kept quite busy president Coates
was almost confined taithe conference
rooms interviewing scores of leading
school men from over the State in regard to school matters. Miss Sue
Chenault was in charge of the extension desk.
JOKES

i

(Photographed by McGaughey's Studio, Richmond, Ky.)
.
Top row (left to right)—Mainous, Mills, Mainhart, Coach Hembree, Stone, Higgins and Hensley.
Bottom row (left to right)—Clouse, Combs, Captain Hurst, Jones and Hampton.

He: Have you read Freckles?"
g.
*.
.
,hrown
Shirley: Have you a Current Event

-_•■

meet>ing,**and Were. impressed by the: First Pedestrian: What would you
The subject of the address was, "The
growth of the institution as shown by j call a man that runs an auto?
New Renaissance in Europe," and the
K. the pictures of the student body andj _Second Pestrian: That depends on
long, broad, sweeping strokes in
A
which Mr. Skeyhill painted the picture,
I
A Kill HIISY "' "CW ,,l,il,linKS" architectural how near he comes to hhitng you.
; drawing of Burnain Hall as it will be
showed a thorough acquaintance with
He: Do you want to marry a onehistory both past and present as well
. „
,
. .
when finished, attracted much attenEastern headquarters during the .
...
.
, . '
eyed man?
as the ability to think clearly and log- _ At
B i '.. .,._ ... ..
u . i
! tion, as well as that of the new IlShe: No, why?
ical l\. Mr. Skeyhill predicts not a, ls., E.. A., at the Watterson Hotel sevcral
He: Then let me carry your umhundred people registured during br*r>'
necessary decline and destruction of
Wide interest was manifested* in the brella.
the present civilization, as do the older the three and one-half days of the
men of former power, but the passing
away of the old order of the New
Democracy, and the passing of world
powers into the hands of the inquiring,
thinking, acting New Youth of the
present, who are no longer satisfied
I
to listen to the old men, and abide by
their decisions and convictions. His
WORLD'S
RELIABLE
reasons concerning the destructions of
LARGEST
QUALITY
past civilizations, and convincing presCHAIN
GOOD1
entation of thought, which he states,
DEPARTMENT
ALWAYS
will continue the present one, are in"Teachers College, Teachers College,
BTORE
AT LOWV.lt
teresting, to say the least, and in the
Ever true are we
ORGAN 1ZATIO.
FiUCEf
main, rather startling in their .possiThis the pride of all Kentucky,
bilities.
Hail to old T. C."
Miss Florence Hale, of Maiije, lived
up to her repuation of being a live
wire on the stage. Miss Hale is inK. E. A. SESSIONS ARE
COMPLETE SUCCESS teresting, instructive and full of those
; qualities which she says, distinguish a
teacher from a schoohnarm. She is
(Continued from page 1)
fill the many schools of the state, but optimistic, concerning the outlook for
that now the problem had turned it- : the young folk of tpday ;she is bubbling
self about; the present education of the over with a friendly good humor, and
teacher being on a higher level, for kindly consideration for every one;'
rural schools, than it had formerly been land says-that these qualities are some
You can buy at this Store positively assured of receiving the utmost satisfor schools of higher training, and that i of those which plainly show a close ob-.
' .- faction from the service your purchases will give. For 23 years, this has
„*•■■•.
the schools would, necessarily, have j server whether om* is a teacher, or justbeen the enjoyment realized by patrons of this Company.
to reach a higher level in sala"ries, I the schoqlmarm dreaded by a11 fh'lflr*"
__ ,_,. If it were not so, would it today be the World's Largest Chain Department
equipment and other advantages be- I as well as adults.
*-T
Store Organization?
fore they could expect to get and keep
The 6u*inest meeting .was held on
the well equipped teacher on the job. \ Saturday tnorntng_**Xfre organization
*iTlt were not so, would it have grown from one small Store in 1902, to a
The speaker also referred to Eastern went pn record as against the pa»P
Nation-Wide Institution of 571 Department Stores in 1924?
in a way which added to the bond of mutucl law, and stood for its rTpeal.
love already existing. He reminded ! Mr. M. E. Liggon, of Lexington, was
If it were not so, would it have been.possible for its annual sales to increase
us of the old adage. " Tis better to made the next president, and Dean
from $28,898 to over $74,000,000 in less than a quarter of a century?
have loved and lost, than never to have Homer Cooper, of the Eastern Teachloved at all.'" and restated it as, " Tis ers College, added to the Legislative
. If it were not so, would jt today be the choice of more than a million families
in 41 States?
better to have once been at Eastern, committee.
than never to have been there at all."
:
If it were not so, would it have been possible for it to sell last year approxiThe R. O. T. C. band of the Uni-

HEADQUARTERS AT

Sii ^^vivi.^JI STORKS

" Richmond, Ky.

There Is Ample Proof o*
the Unfailing Superiority of

J. C. Penney Co. Quality!

1

-u

versity of Kentucky- which opened
the program on Friday evening, won
the hearts of the audience by their
splendid spirit, and rendition of the
'numbers given. Their director. Sergeant John J. Kenned, also did this.
"The Passing of Empiricism," by
John Haward Payne, superintendent
of the. Richmond schools, was a timely address, given with all the force,
directness1 and eloquent presentation
for which Supt Payne is noted. It
showed great care in both preparation
and presentation.
The outstanding address of the
week was that of Tom Skeyhill. poet,
author, soldier and writer. Mr. Skeyhill is a clean-cut, energetic young
Australian, 25 years of age, whose engaging personality, friendly attitude,
lovable characteristics and enthusiasm
quite disarm criticism of any kind, and
puts one and all in an attentive mood
the moment he appears on the stage.

mately 18,000,000 pairs of hosiery; v6,000,000 knitted undergarments?
4,000,000 handkerchiefs; 1,500,000 ready-to-wear garments for women and
children; 5,000,000 pairs of shoes; 4,500,000 shirts and 2,500,000 pairs of
overalls?

ANY QUESTIONS TODAY?
(By W. C.S.)
Docs Dalton sing baritone or Maya-tone?
Who's the funniest man on the campus next to Myers?
Why does Tom Adams get so much
mail?
Where did Stacey get that laugh?
Where did Sam King get those
springs in his feet?
What makes Shirley Clouse so good
looking?
How do the Seniors get that way?
Where was Combs at 'dinner time?
How does Gibson get by?
Why does Ault think he's a shiek?
What made Frank quit chewing
Beechnut?
*.
.- V
.

If it were not so, would it have sold last year 7,500,000 yards of muslins and
sheeting; 5,000,000 yard/ of ginghams and 5,000,-000 yards of percales
among other dry goods items ?
If it were not so, would 100.000 men and 150,000 boys have bought their
suits from us?
If it were not so, would it enjoy its indisputable leadership in the mercantile
field today?
r
No, indeed I
.
•

"Will you have a hair cut?"
"Heavens, no! Cut all of them."
y
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EASTERN KENTUCKY

'

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL AND

Teachers College
RICHMOND, Ky.
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PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

f

PERMIT ME TO

rt

ING HALLS IS ONLY $3.50 A WEEK, AND

DEAR HIGH SCHOOY SENIOR* JL

BOARD IN THE CAFETERIA COSTS ABOUT

CONGRATULATE YOU

$4.75 A WEEK. ROOM RENT IN THE DOR-

UPON THE ACHIEVEMENT WHICH PITS

MITORIES IS $1.25 TO $1.75 A WEEK. ROOM

YOU FOR GRADUATION, AND TO OFFER

RENT

YOU THE FACILITIES FOR FURTHERING

IN

RICHMOND ' HOMES

RANGES

FROM $1.75 A WEEK TO $2.50 A WE£K FOR

YOUR EDUCATION WHICH THIS INSTITU-

EACH STUDENT.

TION AFFORDS.
JUST REMEMBER THAT THERE ARE NO

EASTERN IS A BIG STATE INSTITUTION.
OUR

CAMPUS

AND

BUILDINGS

WORTH $1,000,000.00. WE HAVE 17 BUILDINGS ON OUR

BEAUTIFUL FIFTY-ACRE

• CAMPUS. THE CAMPUS

EXPENSES TO PAY AT EASTERN EXCEPT

ARE

IS THE MOST

BEAUTIFUL IN KENTUCKY. THE FIFTY
MEN AND WOMEN ON OUR FACULTY.
ARE ALL SPECIALISTS IN THEIR PARTICULAR DEPARTMENTS, AND ARE THE BEST

THE NECESSARY LIVING EXPENSES SUCH
•

i

AS BOARD AND RENT AND ONE OR TWO
SMALL FEES. YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAY
TUITION BECAUSE EASTERN IS A STATE
INSTITUTION.

IN pHOOSING THE COL-

LEGE YOU WILL ATTEND DON'T OVERLOOK THE MATTER OF EXPENSES.

EDUCATED MEN AND WOMEN THAT IT IS

EASTERN OFFERS YOU FOUR YEARS OF

POSSIBLE FOR US TO SECURE FOR THEIR

COLLEGE WORK LEADING TO THE A. B.

POSITIONS. OVER 1,200 STUDENTS ARE IN

OR B. S. DEGREE; WE ALSO OFFER FOUR

DAILY ATTENDANCE NOW, AND IN ADDI-

YEARS

TION TO THESE 500 MORE ARE TAKING

EQUIVALENT

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AT HOME.

FOUR-YEAR .HIGH SCHOOL COURSE, BUT

OUR SUMMER SCHOOL LAST YEAR WAS
THE LARGEST IN KENTUCKY; 1173 STUDENTS. WERE ENROLLED. JUNE 1 IS THE
OPENING DAY OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL
THIS YEAR. THE SUMMER SCHOOL IS A
TWELVE WEEK TERM AND CLOSES AUG
UST 21. THE TERM

WILL BE

DIVIDED

INTO. SIX-WEEK TERMS, THE LAST TERM
BEGINNING JULY 13. THE *ALL SEMESTER BEGINS SEPTEMBER 21.

OF

IN CREDIT

WORK,

VALUE TO A

YOU ARE NOT INTERESTED IN THAT.
EASTERN HAS A GOOD SOCIAL ATMOSIMfERE AND MAINTAINS GOOD ATHLETICS. EASTERN OFFERS YOU

MANY OP-

PORTUNITIES FOR COLLEGE EDUCATION. '
OUR CATALOG AND SUMMER SCHOOL
ANNOUNCEMENT WILL GIVE YOU FULL
INFORMATION.

THEY ARE YOURS FOR

i

THE ASKING. WRITE FOR THEM.
WITH

SINCERE

GOOD

WISHES

FOR

YOUR FUTURE SUCCESS, I AM,

EXPENSES AT EASTERN ARE AS LOW

VERY TRULY YOURS,
L-

-^AS POSSIBLE TO BE CONSISTENT WITH
~ HIGH STANDARDS.

NORMAL SCHOOL

T. J. COATES,
PRESIDENT.

•
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Covent Garden attracted the attention
of Dame Nellie Melba, and she se.cctcd him to accompany her on a tour
of the world in company with the famous violinist, Kubelik. He returned
.o America, all preparations were
ready lor a coast to coast tour when
the war i>ro..e out. He immediately
joined the Canadian forces and subsequently served in- 1-ranee for 'three
years with the rank of captain. He
was twice mentioned in dispatches arid
decorated.
Since- the war he has been with the
Metropolitan Opera Company, singing
.inportant roles. His temperament is
one of natural dramatic quality, but
he does not make the mistake of allow-'
rig his dramatic inclinations to run
away with him. He is above all a true
artist, and knows the value of restraint.
He is equally successful with his song
as he is with opera numbers. He is a
Edmund Burke, baritone of the very celebrated interpreter of WagMetropolitan Opera Company, was" ner and sings faultlessly in Italian,
l)orn in Toronto, lamia, of a musical German and French, as well as hit
family. Most of his schooling was at native tongue.
Bishop's College School, LennoxviUc,
Mr. Burke will give a concert here
from which he matriculated to McGill on the evening of May 16 as part of
University, Montreal, to study law. His the annual May Music Festival. To
(Photographed by McGaughey's Studio, Richmond, Ky.)
school and college career was marked all students holding: lyceum tickets
Left to right—Nell Perkins, Evelyn Rice, Goldie Mauney, Sallie Bush, Jennie Witham, Leanor Butler, Coach O.
by a keen interest in studies, athletics, the programs will be free. The first
and music. At college he was presi- program of the festival will be given N. Hembree, Buddie Lee Lorance, Edna Hatfield, Ethel Pace, and Captain Kathleen Harmon.
dent of the College Glee Club and con- May 14 by the Ladies Madrigal Club,
ductor of fhe University Choir.
assisted by Howard Koch, violinist.
As an amateur he made quite a On the evening of May IS Charles
tion of the old graduates is anticipat- OPEN MEETING OF
Y. W. C. A. SUNDAY
name for himself in musical circles of Mathes, Hungarian court pianist, will
ed.
the city. "Music will be your down- give a concert at 8 p. m. in the audiThe net proceeds from ithe play,
The Y. W. C. A., of Eastern, will
fall," said the dean of the law faculty. torium. Mr. Burke's concert will be
"Mrs. Bumpstead Leigh," that was pre"Law can't prevent my singing," re- the feature of the festival.
sented by the Club on March 25 and conduct an open meeting Sunday eveplied Hurke. A trip abroad, following
26 were $165.00 This is practically the ning, May 10, in the auditorium of the
The Little Theatre Club held-s its largest returns that ha sever been re- University Building. The program
his graduation, convinced him of that;
NOTICE I
regular meeting on Wednesday, April ceived from any play put on by the will be in keeping with Mother's Day.
for very soon his diploma was packed
-9, the main business of which was the Club.
Special music has been arranged. The
away in a bureau drawer and he was,
" " *e».
All
students
are
requested
to
put
report
of the banquet committee which
off to the Royal College of Music in
The Senior play which is being re- program will be quite interesting. The
London to take up music as a pro- \ their credit slips in the black box in was appointed at the previous meet- hearsed every day is reported to be principal speaker is Prof. R. A. Foster
fession. His graduation from there' the corridor of Roark Hall, on or be- ing for the purpose of outlining plans showing fine prosepcts for a strong head of the English department here.
Members of the Y. W. C. A. have
found him winning instantaneous fa- fore May 9, 1925. All students who or the annual feast. The committee's production. Judson Harmon, Elmer
vor in opera, folloMta a debut in are withdrawing are requested to put report gave promise of one of the best Mullins, Mrs. V. E. Burns and Miss been working on the program for
MontpelMcr.' France/to such cities as: an addressed stamped envelope into banquets in the history of the Club. Isabel Reach, who are active members some time. The entire student body is
Nimes, Bezier, etc. Marked ability in the box and your credit slips will be^The banquet will be a dinner-dance of the Little Theatre Club are in the invited to attend this meeting.
?iven at the Gryndon Hotel on the cast.
the leading baritone roles soon brought mailed to you.
J:
R.
ROBINSON,
evening
of May 22. All of the arrangehim an engagement for the Royal OpVirginia N.. That pftche ris very
Registrar.
ments
have
not been completed.
era, Covent Garden, London, and for
Donald M: Only fools are positive. wild.
the Royal Opera at The Hague, HolEarle Jones: Are you sure?
The alumni inviations ■will be sent
Pauline A.: How interesting! Do
Patronize the advertisers.
land. Mr. Burke's great successes at
out this week and a large representaDonald: I am positive.
introduce me
EDMUND BURKE

State Champion Co-ed Five

ANNUAL BANQUET OF
LITTLETHEATRESOOM

\7

r

THE LUXON SHOP
■

'

J

Takes Special interest in the Students- We make them Special prices and give
them Special attention. We have a new line of summer things, White Crepes,
Evening Gowns, Sport Clothes, Linen and Voiles- Vanity Fair Lingerie is the
f

w

most practical undergarment for the Student.
Golden Arrow Hose
Comes in all colors with the favorite pointed Heel. SHA &L MOORE Coats are the sporty all
the year round coats for general utility. Scarfs Pocketbooks, Umbrellas, Beads, Handkerchiefs, Belts
and Millinery are also among the things We Specialize.
THE BEAUTY PARLOR carries a hill line of Toilet Articles, and EFFICIENCY and SANITATION is the watchword tor all work done*

•

Call 1015 for an appointment
T

Iit
Second St

,

•

THE LUXON SHOP
~^—

*4

Opposite Court House

■-

•+•

•
■•■..-

__

.■•'•'..,
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THE EASTERN PROGRESS
Hit for Stone in eighth.
WESLEYAN
Player: *f
AB R H PO A
Adkins 3b
5 1
Clark ss
5 6 0 3 .2
Gleim -2b
5 1 1 1'3
Bacon cf
2 0 0 0 0
F. Johnson lb .— 4 0 1 13 0
Barker rf
'—- 20000
Orndorff rf
2 0 0 0 0'
Rouse If
4 1110
H. Johnson c
4-0180
Currie p'
- 4 2 10 4

BASE BALL CARD
NEARS COMPLETION

P*«e Seven

E
0
0
1
0
1

The
RICHMOND MILLINERY
CO.

The Eastern baseball schedule is
drawing to a close. Four games this
week did much to diminish the num0
ber of games of which there are now
0
left bot four to play. May IS the
Eastern nine will invade Morehead
CORDIALLY WELCOMES
box a game with the Normal nine of
0
that city. The following day Coach
Hembree will lead his men into West
Totals
37 5 8 27 13 2
Virginia for a game with MorrisThree base hits, Rouse, Currie;
Harvey College at Barbourville. Resacrifice hits, Hampton, Higgins,
turning to Kentucky, the Eastern nine
Baco
stolen base, Mainous; double
plays Transylvania at Lexington on
play, Clark to Glenn; left on bases,
May 19. The final game will be playEastern 4, Wesleyan 7; struck out by
ed with Morris Harvey on the college
Doojey 9, by Hayes 1, by ^Currie 6;
TO OUR STORE
diamond here on May 23.
(base on balls off Dooley ,Loff Currfe
Hard luck has played a pant in the
2; hit by pitcher, by CurriVlMainous);
A NEW HAT EVERY DAY.
^<ajast few games of Eastern. Bill "tevwild pitch, Dooley. Umpire, Keith.
SPECIAL" DISCOUNT OF TEN PERCENT TO ALL
"'■ ens, dependable right-hand twirler,
,
Danville Battle
withdrew from school. It was a hard
Centre avenged the 2 to 0 defeat
STUDENTS
blow to the pitching staff but Coach
handed the Colonels May 2 in a game
Hembree has his ace, Harvey Hayes,
at Danville Wednesday afternoon in
and John Dooley, the southpay.^ >ready
which the Colonels won the decision
for work in the remaining gamev^
by a rally in the eighth inning "n
Eastern will endeavor to make a
which they scored three runs. The ♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦
sweep of the remaining games and has
game was hard fought from the start.
an excellent chance to do so.
I Hayes and Burbank were the oppos-1
COACH G. N. HEMBREE
Georgetown Game
Director of Athletics at Eastern I iivg pitchers and staged a neat little
I battle. Both seemed to be-ably. equal j- >
Eastern lost a game last Saturday to
j in effectiveness. Hayes was unable to j
Georgetown College by a score of 2 to
1 in which the Maroons pulled several bury to Hadoman; struck out by Hayes I control his overhand ball on account
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
"bone-head" plays which meant the 11, by Van Hoose 3; base on balls, off I of his arm being slightly sore and was
loss of the game. Hayes twirled well Hayes 2, off Van Hoose 2; hit by I forced to pitch underhanded.
£ Make this Hotel your headquarters during Commencement £
and allowed only one outfield hit. Van pitcher, by Hayes (Rabe), by Van Centre counted two runs in the first
. Week and receive Courteous Treatment.
Hoose let 'Eastern down with three Hoose (Mainous, Tudor); passed ball, i inning but the Maroons tied the score
with one 'n the fourth and another in
Mainous. Umpire, Hayden.
hits and but a single run.
A. R. THOMPSON, Prop.
the sixth. Hampton's error, RabenWesleyan Tilt
Each team scored a run on the
squeeze play. Eastern played poorly
Kentucky Wesleyan by a ninth in- stein's infield single and a double to »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦M MM »»♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
the third round when Georgetown ning rally in which they scored three center by Wilson meant two runs;
scored both of the runs made by the runs were able to win over Eastern Pace's single counted ♦ Wilson with
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»»»♦♦♦♦♦♦
visitors. A mix-up in the signals re- 5 to 2 iii a hard fought game here Mon- the third. Gay led the Eastern atsulted in a man being caught at third day, which was a pitching duel be- tack with two hits, one a double. He
in the same inning.
tween Dooley and Currie. Until the drove in both of Eastern's runs. The
Moberly contributed to the fun of seventh inning Eastern was leading but box sdore follows:
"A BETTER PLACE TO EAT"
AB R H PO A E
<the fans with a sparkling catch of a weakened :.n the latter frames and fin- Player:
L. C. ADAMS, Proprietor
EASTERN
East Main St.
The Opera House it on the Corner
skipper off the bat of Hackman which ally cracked in the ninth inning. Of
3 0 0 1 0 0
he stabbed with one hand to throw the six errors made during the after- Stone cf
2 0 0 6 0 0 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Hackman out at 'first. Both teams noon by Eastern four came in the Mainous c
4 1 0 0 0 6
played steady baseball for the most ninth inning and With a three bagger Stacey If
0 2 6 o, i
Gay
2b
:
4
part. The box score follow*:
by Rouse which opened the inning
0
0 3- 3 o
Hayes,
p
...
*3
EASTERN
gave Wesleyan three scores and the
0
0 1 2 0
Molberly
3b
——.
3
Player:
AB R H PO A E game.
0
1 5 0 0
Hampton
lb
4
Higgins cf ...--■
2 0 0 1 0 0
John Dooley twirled fine baseball for
2 0 0
Tudor
rf
....
0
0
Mainous c
3 0 1*12 0 o| Eastern and deserved to win. Fate
0 1 1
Mr
DanielSS
T
0
Stacey If
4 0 0 1 0 0J was against him. The Eastern nine
0
0 0
0
1
•Dooley
Gay 2b
3 1 1 3 4* Oj simply could not connect with the
0
0 0
0
0
vMays
Hayes p
3 0 0 0 6 0 slants of 'Currie who had them guess0
0
0
0
0
xHiggins
Moberly .3b
2 0 0 0 2 0 ing from the start.
Hampton lb
2 0 0 10 0 1
The only earned run of the game
Totals
31 2 4 24 6 3
Tudor rf
2 0 0 0 2 0 was made by Eastern when Mainous
♦Batted
for
Hayes
in 9th.
McDaniel. ss
10 0 0 10 was hit, stole second and scored on
vBatted
for
Moberly
in 9th.
♦Dooley 10 0 0 0 0 Gay's single. In the eighth Eastern
xBatted
for
Tudor
in
9th. •
xMaggard -_
1 0 0 0 0 0 got three men on with but one down
COLONELS
vStone
10 10 0 0 but failed to score. The squeeze play
Player:
AB R H PO A E
failed in this inning and once before
Skidmore
cf
4 0 0 0 0 0
Totals
25 1 3 27 13 ll when the batsmen did not bunt.
Darrett
3b
3 0-0010
*Hit for Higgins in 8th."
Adkins led the Wesleyan attack
Leathers
lb
4
1 3 14 1 0
xHit for Gay in 9th.
with three clean hits. The box score:
Coviagton
ss
3
2
0 0 2 1
vHit for Hayes in 9th.
EASTERN
Rabenstein If
3 .1 2 0 0 0
Player :
AB R H PO A E
GEORGETOWN
WirsofTff
4 1110 0
4 0 1 0 0 L
Player:
AB RHPOAE Mayo rf.
%.
German
2b
4 0 0 3 2 1
2 0 0 10 0
Redding c
— 3 113 10 Higgins cf ..".
Pace c
4 0 18 4 1
3 0 0 0 0 0
Paniel 3b
4 0 0 12 1 Stacey If
WOODSTOCK
4 0 0 12 0
Slundard Typturitir
.- 3 1 1112 0 Burbank p
Bradbury ss
4 0 1 2.4.0 Mainous c
- 3 110 4 1
Hackman 2b
4 0 13 4 0 Gay 2b __
Totals
_ 33 *5 7 27 12 3
3 0 0 14 0 1
Harrod lb
— 4 0 0 10 0 Hampton lb
IITTLE has been said in print about the WoodTwo base hits, Wilson and Gay;
3 0 0 10 1
Mtih- rf
,
- 4 0 0 10 0 Moberly 3b
sacrifice bit, Stone; double play, Hayes]
.i stock—but much has been said by thousands
2 0 10 6 1
Forward cf
3 0 14 0 0 Dooley p-cf
(unassisted); left on bases, Centre 7,
of
enthusiastic operators.
•
McDaniel
cf
...A.
2
0
10
3
0
Rabe If
2 0 0 0 0 0
Eastern 5; stolen bases, Stacey, RubHayes
p
-_
10
10
10
Van Hoose p
3 0 0 0 .4 0
It's mainly this background of godd will—earned
enstein and Covington ; struck out, by
Hensle,v rf
0 0 0 0i 0 1
Hayes 6, by Burbank 10; base on balls,:
by good performance—that is responsible for its
- 0 0 "0 0 0 0
Totals
— 31 1 4 27 15 lj ♦Stone'
off Hayes 3, off Burbank 2; hit by}
success.
1 0 0 0 0 0
Two base hit, Gay; sacrifice hits, xMaggard
pitcher, by Burbank (Mainous); wild
McDaniel 2, Hampton; left on base,
Users will tell you the Woodstock is a most exceppitch, Hayes; Umpires, Tulley and
Totals
27 2 6 27 16"* 6
Eastern 5, Georgetown 4; double play,
Ecton.
tional typewriter—a composite of all improvements
McDaniel to Gay to Hampton, Brad-: ♦Hit for Stacev in 8th.

i

STUDENTS OF
EASTERN

N

Hotel Glyndon

BAKERY and RESTAURANT

Merit—
and merit alone!

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A MARCEL AT

E. T. HIGGINS
THE EASTERN PROGRESS,
RICHMOND, KY.
DISTRIBUTOR

At McKEE'S STORE

The latest improvements and high skill permit us to make a soft and
most natural looking "wave.
We also do HAIR DRESSING AND BOBBING, FACIAL MASSAG-

..~

1

.

Bring us your cut hair and have it made into curls, puffs, biscuits, curly
.

bobs or any thing you desire..
PHONE 825

—

ft.vi.«J..rfkA<fw;i\r- 1

Patronize the Advertisers

'

r-

v-S

..

WOODSTOCK

ING, SHAMPOOING and MANICURING at special prices for students.
i-

• I

conducive to effortless writing—plus a rare beauty
of type and sturdiness of construction that stamps
this machine as a thing apart.

WALKER'S BEAUTY SHOP
. -
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iirrors in English, Vizetelly.
Story of American Indian, Brooks.
Cross Word Puzzle Synonyms, Rosa
Government Ownership of Coal
Coal Mines, Johnson.
Son at the Front, Wharton.
Man of the Forest, "'<Jrey.
Clean Heart, Hutchjjjson^
Desert Gold, Grey.
Northern Diamonds, Poll
Border Legion, Gray.

EASTERN LARGEST
OF NORMAL SCHOOLS

r ■

At the last meeting of Horace Mann
Society Mr. "Chick" Hensley was
elected to fill the office of sergeant-atarms, which office became vacant when
Mr. Sylvastine Little withdrew from
Eastern.
Thursday night, May 7, in the chapel Horace Mann held a debate with
Miss Margaret Smott was a recent
the. Roark Society.
guest of friends at Kentucky WesleySince President Mills was absent an College, Winchester.
last Thursday, Miss Law, vice-president, took charge of the meeting. Mr.
Misses Sallie Bush, Lucille Bryant
Hale gave a splendid talk on the suc- and Elizabeth Bryant, spent the weekcess of the society.- He plainly showed end in Winchester with their parents.
that to make our oganization or soMiss Mary Virginia Manby spent
ciety successful each member must Saturday in Lexington.

Eastern with more than 1,200 students enrolled here for work is the
largest of four white normal schools
in the state, according to recent figures
given "out by McHenry Rhoads, state
superintendent of pufohc instruction.
In the report in which he declared
that Kentucky will soon have more
trained teachers than ever before in
tier history it was brought out that
the Western Teachers College at Bowling Green, had an enrollment of 1,000;
the Eastern Teachers College an enRussia!
rollment of 1,200; the Murray NorVulee—Kaya Russia 1
mal. 700, and the Morehead Normal
Er-doo-sha Eezranuna S«.e-irtza RosMISS RUTH PERRY,
beeto. No-enna nee Pargee Benet;
500.
These figures show that the estab- Director of Physical Education for Yadla Nee-or Jivoo; Yadla Nee or Io- ♦♦♦♦ MMMM ♦>>♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«»♦ M«MM <>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»
Women at Easter I
lishment of the normal schools at MurMeroo. Russia!
ray and Morehead have in no Way afBez-mefr-nee or Russia!
\ THE YOUNG WOMAN
\
fected the attendance at Eastern and
For the interpetation see the fina4 - AND THE YOUNG MAN
Western. There are 300 students at
play of the year. May 26.
Who at this time of the year graduate into the actual t
the University of Kentucky specializ"The New Poor," by Cos mo Hamilwork-a-day
life should have a remembrance of the \
ing in education in addition to the 3,ton, is a delightful farce in three acts.
event.
.*&»
400 students in the normad schools.
Miss Pearl Buchanan is n excellent
The University of Kentucky is now
coach and the cast is hard at work to
the only college in tlhe state with a
The Canterbury Chib had a very prove themselves breal actors. The
larger attendance than Eastern.
splendid program -at the last meeting, cast is as follows:
-- Robert Smith
including Miss Neely's most interest- Grand Duke...
JEWELER
Count
Ivan
_
Henry Ellis
ing and instructive talk on the CanterJudson Harmon
bury Tales. It is five hundred and Prince Vladimir
Princess
Iriua
Isabel Roach + + »♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦
forty years since the twenty-nine CanE. C. Mullina
terbury pilgrims were bound for the Amost Wellby
MilletC.
Guttereridge
..G.
A. Neikirk
tomb of the martyr, Thomas A. Becket,
Mrs.
Wellby
Alma
Mattox
she said. Some of the points she disOn account of the fact that one of cussed are as follows:
AKce WeHby ....Bertha Mae Rogera
the instruction lines was left out of
Fayette Laws
It is interesting .to note the different Constance Wellby
the cross-word puzzle in the last issue classes of society found in this group Betty WellbyBetty Kincer
of the Progress, it was not possible for of pilgrims. They may be divided in- M,ary Maudsley
Edith Burna
any correct solutions to be turned in. to several groups, such as that of the Kirk OTarell
E. L. Hensley
Since this affected but one letter, those Knight, the church group and others.
who turned in the puzzle amounted .0
The Canterbury Tales which are
17 of which there were but 9 correct. considered by the critics the best, are:
Richmond, Kentuck"
In the drawing Miss Bethel Owens and "The Squire's Tale, Neen's Priesta,
Miss Julia Barberick won the free Prioresses, The Wife of Bath, Clark
haircuts offered by R. C Boggs, man- of Oxenford and the Parsons Tale."
The Summer School announcement
ager of the Hotel Barber Shop.
First Term JUNE 1 to JULY 11—6 Weeks
As the pilgrims gather at the inn, the
In this issue of the Progress'is an- host suggest that each tell two stories are now out. There are aix prominent
Second Term JULY 13 to AUGUST 21—6 Weeks
other puzzle made up by James Wert, on the way. He says, "Who would persons who arc going to be here in
ENTIRE REGULAR FACULTY will be in chargelight of Rural Education. They are:
the news editor. Mr. Boggs is offer- travel dumb as a stone?"
Several additional prominent educators will conduct Special
J. M. Pajreons, the week of June 1.
ing two more hair cuts for the fits*
Courses. .
The story of "The Wife1 of Bath" is
R. E. Burnette, she week of June 8.
two correct solutions. This will be interesting in that she is one of the
SPECIAL REDUCED RAILROAD RATES to RichMiss Matltie Dalton, the week of June
the last time that prizes will be offered few women in literature who speak for
mond will be in effect.
for correct solutions. There will be themselves. Browning is about the IS.
EXPENSES—Only about $35.00 necessary expense (or
J. R. Abner, the week of June 22.
a six-week term (Cheaper than staying at home).
'a cross word puzzle in the lasti issue first writer who permitted a woman
P. B. Akin, the week of June 29.
of the Progress this semester on May to speak in literature for herself.
L. E. Meece,. the week of July 6.
21, but no prizes will be offered.
Women were formerly looked upon
AW those who answer the puzzle in either as angels o.r enchantresses.
The departments of English, Histhis issue must have 'their answers un- However, the "Wife of Bath" does not tory, Education and Mthematics are
der the door of the Progress office on seem to be a perefct saint or a perfect going'to be especially strong for the
the second floor of the University sinner. On one hand, the wife of Bath Summer School. All other departi. Five-week Course for Rural Teachers
building or in the hands of C. M. Hood, seems'to be good natured and capable; ments will be uu^to the standard.
2. Relay Course in Education
the business manager, before Thursday on the other hand she- seems to be
All students desiring further infor3. Special Grade Method Course—All Grades.
of next weekgk
mation
concerning
Summer
School
ar4.
Special Group Courses.
coarse and sensual.
rangements
can
secure
Ihe
special
bull5.
Course for County Superintendents.
Miss Neely brought out the- point
6. Redpath Chautauqua—7 days.
Miss Ruth Dix spent .the week-end that after the coarse vulgarity of the etin in the Dean's office.
The above information is included in
with friends in Indianapolis.
7. Excursions, American Legion Band Concerts, Twilight
prologue to this story of the Wife of
an
announcement
by
Dean
Homer
E.
Hour, Radio Concerts, Games and Plays, Motion PicBath. We are surprised at the story
Cooper.
tures.,
Miss Pauline Collins spent the week- she tells.
EASTERN IS A SUMMER SCHOOL—NOT A SIDE LINE
end with home folks in Wtlmore.
At 'first thought this sory of "The
Miss
Virginia
Routt
spent
the
week—IT IS THE BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR
Wife of Bath" does not exhibit any
end
with
her
parents
at
Hustonville.
Write
President T. J. COATES for Special Summer
spesial characteristics, but if we comSchool
Announcement
pare it with similar themes by other
Mr. J. W. Collins has been visiting
writers we find that it is distinctly
hisdaughter, PauHne Collins, thia
Chauncerian and thoroughly English.
week.
*
After Miss Neely's talk Mrs. Talbot, with her usual dynamic personality, read a few of her splendid poems
for the crab.
After the program delicious refreshments were served and the club enjoyed a social hour.
The visitors of the evening elected
honorary members of the Club were:
President Coates, Mrs. Foster, Miss
.
Neely, Mrs. Talbot and Mr Smith.

CAST FOR THE SENIOR
PLAY IS SELECTED

■

HORACE MANN NOTES

share in its work. Miss Nichols and
Miss Hanks gave most enjoyable
readings.
The feature of the Horace Mann
program on April 30 was a delate. The
subject was, "Resolved, That Athletics
as now conducted in college is detrimental to the best interests of our educational institutions:" Mr. Dalton
and Mr. Jennings won the debate.

CANTERBURY CLUB
HEARS MISS NEELY

L. E. LANE

WINNERS IN CROSS
WORD PUZZLE CONTEST

S-U-M-M-E-R ^C-H-O-O-L

%?.-

NEW INSTRUCTORS
FOR SUMMER TERM

Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College
and Normal School

June 1, to August 21,12 weeks, Two Terms

Special Features of the
Summer School

■

:

The College Book Store
Owned and Operated by the Institution

NEW LIBRARY BOOKS

DERBY DAY
IS STRAW HAT

DAY
Be ready to "step out" «
in one of these fine Blum
& Koch Straws.
"Look at your Hat"
Everyone else Does.

J. S. Stanifer
Thf Bright Spot iff Richmond.

World Travels, Carpenter, IS vol.
Dialogues of Pita, Chambers, 2 vol.
Study of the Modern Drama, Clark.
Contemporary French Literature,
La km.
Short History of Art, Forest.
Wonder Tales of the Ancient World,
Baikie.
Songs of Songs, Jastrow.
Ho wFrance 3s Governed, Poincare.
Children's Stories from Shakespeare,
Nesbit»
Moors in Spain, Lane-Poole.
Masterpieces of Adventure',- Bradley.
Masterpieces of Mystery, French.
Geographical Readers, Asia and Africa. Carpenter.
Language Philology, Kent.
Aoh ievement of Greece, Greene.

Students' Service Station
_

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PARKER FOUNTAIN PENS
AND PEN REPAIRING; OFFICIAL EMBLEM
JEWELRY.

Special Orders Made for Students for Articles Not Carried
in Stock.

i

The Book Store is Open all Day Until 4:30, closing only at
Chapel Hour and at Noon.

Book of Georgian Verse, Braithwalte

" %m
■
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M24 FOOTBALL AT
EASTERN BEST YET
Winning five of the eight games
played, the Eastern fodtbafl eleven
had the most successful year in 1924
that has been experienced by the Marons in a number of years. The team
however, was in the experimental stage
most of the time with btftlding for the
future going on constantly.
In 1924 games were lost to Transylvania, Wesleyan and Lincoln Memorial University, of Harrogate, Tenn.,
while the five victories were over
Union College, Morehead Normal,
Cumberland College, St. Mary's College and Georgetown freshmen.
Like basketball, the work of the
squad in 1924 was mainly building for
future teams.. Some likely material
was uncovered which will be developed.
The success was due mainly to the
punch- and fight which the Eastern
gridders showed throughout, the season
Next season the schedule will be
somewhat harder. Games will be played with
Wesleyan,
Transylvania,
Georgetown, Morehead Normal and
M-wrisHarvcy, of West Virginia. The
major portion of the letter men of 1924
will be back in uniforni and a real
eleven is being expected for 1926.
Football is rapidly coming to the
front at Eastern. Like all other colleges a greater interest is being shown
■in the fall sport whfch in the past
two or thre years has won thousands
of followers. In the past Coach Hembree has had to whip together each
year an eleven from practically green
material. *
Eastern is looking forward to the
1926 football schedule which should
attract unusual interest here.

all the more brilliant when it is known
that not a single letter wearer of the
previous season was in uniform at the
start of the season. All of the varsity
with the exception of Mis* Witham
were freshmen. Rice entered school
at the beginning of the second semester after making a letter last season
and showed splendid form in some of
the games.
This is all the more remarkable from
the fact that for the past three seacontenders for the state title which
they won the first time this past season. Coach G. N. Herribree deserved
much credit for this since he handled
the team in such a way as "to get the
very best playing that 'they possessed.
An even harder schedule will be attempted next year in order to hold
the state title at Eastern. Much is expected of the co-eds in 1926. The record of the past season is as follows:
. Eastern 19, Georgetown 15.
Eastern 29, Hamilton 4.
Eastern 10, Western IS.
Eastern & Cumberland 10
Eastern 17, wesleyan 18.
Eastern 2, Transylvajn'a 0
Eastern 24, Un'ion 8.
Eastern 21, Wesleyan 8.
Eastern 39, Union 6.
Eastern 17, Transylvania 12.
Eastern 18, Hamilton 8.
-Eastern 13, Westerfn 6.
Eastern 10, Georgetown 20.

FALLS CITY EDITOR
IS SPEAKER HEBE

Tom Wallace, editor of the Louisville Times, spoke to the students at
the cbapcl period Monday morning on
the preservation of wifd game in Kentucky in which he made
special appeal to the teachers to use their influence in this behalf. He pointed to the
good work that had been done in PennEASTER CO-EDS ARE
STATE CHAMPIONS sylvania wher egame and fish have
been increased so that they are almost
V
as valuable as Kentucky's livestock.
(Continued from page 1)
He pointed out that Kentucky has
guarding of Misses Mauney and Wit1,200 miles of streams in which fish
ham was nothing short of brilliant.
The work of the Eastern girls was abound and 256,000 fishing acres. He
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COMMENCEMENT CLOTHES
YOU NATURALLY WANT TO BE PROPERLY ATTIRED DURING COMMENCEMENT

KUPPENHEIMER CLOTHES
Knox Hats, Enro Shirts, Stets on Shoes
■

;

I

ALL ARE CORRECT STYLE UNQUESTIONED AS
TO QUALITY.

flayed the vandalism of tourists but
complimented the work in recent years
in enforcing the game laws.
The entire aucTience seemed much
interested- in the subject and showed
that they would co-operate, with the
movement in every way possible.

MUSIC FEATURED
ATTEACHERSCOLLEGE

Mother's Day

As the main work of. the Normal,
-.
..
School and Teachers College is neces-;
sarily with that large body of students
who are preparing themselves to teach'
in the graded and high schools, h naturally seems that the work of any special department should be to help in
their preparation for service.
The Music Department at Eastern
strives to reach every member of that
ever changing student body, and if possible to influence, in some way their
taste for music.
Real apprepciation for music comes
NOTHING WOULD PLEASE MOTHER
not only from a study of material,
methods, etc. which is taken up^ in the j
MORE THAN A LITTLE REMEMBRANCE
required music classes, but also, and
very much so. from the songs the stuON MOTHER'S DAY — A TOKEN OF LOVE
dent body sings at all assemblies, and
that music they hear, not only on the
campus, but in the community in which
AND ESTEEM TO LET HER KNOW THAT
the school is located. .
Eastern numbers among her school
YOU HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN THE DAY.
organizations, many societies that fea-,
ture* music as a part of their regular
THERE ARE NUMEROUS SUGGESTIONS
programs, the literary societies, the
Upper Grade Teachers' Council, the
FOR SUCH GIFTS TO BE FOUND IN OUR
Primary Group, Y. W. C. A., the)
Mens Club, the different classes in
NEW ASSORTMENT OF SPRING AND SUMtheir weekly sessions; at these times \
the students not only get a chance to
hear good music, but very often have \
MER GOODS — ARTICLES FOR WEAR -,
the opportunity to take part in it.
Eastern is justly proud of her musFOR COMFORT — FOR HOME.
ical organizations, among which are the
Serenaders, the Madrigal Club, the
CALL AND SEE US.
Community Chorus, the Orchestra, the
Male Quartet, the Ladies' Quartet.
The Serenaders is an organization
composed of men from the Normal
Sdhool group; the Madrigal Club a
small group of selected voices, chosen
from bofb the Normal awl CoU«ge
groups; the Commumnity Chorus in
which about two thirds of the entire
student body are members; the orchestra, male quartet and the ladies' quartet are recruited from that part of
the student body that show unusual talent in a musical way. Each year
one or more of these organizations is
represented at the annual May Music
Festival, an event that is. always eagerly looked forward to not only by
the student body but also by the peo•
ple of this vicinity as well. The best
talent available is secured, not only
for the Music Festival but also for
several of the numbers offered on the | ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦MM*
regular lyceuni course. Students at
TAKE THOUGHT NOW
Eastern have the unusual opportunity
every summer of hearing splendid
OF YOUR GIFT TO MOTHER—
musical organizations at the annual
Suppose You Select a Nice Box of
'.
Redpath. Chautauqua held on the
school campus.
The music building, located at the
southeastern part of the campus, houses
at! the music classes; the studios and
. #.
offices of the Director of Music and
■ i
the assisting teachers, the practice
rooms; the building is steam heated,;
and the system of ventilating: is so'
good that the rooms are comfortable1
both in winter and in the extreme heat
of summer.

MAY

10th.

Owen McKee
JOHNSON CANDY

:: Special
Attention
given to
Outfitting
GRADUATES

■■i

■ • Let us Dress You
and Show you

RICHMOND
DRUG CO.

■-

I owe a lot to that old lady.
Your mother?
No. my landlady.

>
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the
Correct
Thing

Service and Quality Unexcelled

•

For
Graduation.
■

Mwrtwtf

'

Never before have we ever been able to serve you and to help you select
what is best suited for you than we are at the present time..
Our low prices contrast sharply with the high quality of goods we have
awaiting you. We ask you, young women, and young men, to make this your
store and we can assure you a great saving at the end of each month. Fashionable merchandise at populr prices.
-. *

■

R. C. H. COVINGTON CO.
ELKS' BUILDING

E. V. ELDER

<-.

WE SAY IT WITH VALUES
RICHMOND, KY.

\

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT A SAVING

.

v
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